UNDERSTANDING IS THE FOUNDATION FOR ACHIEVEMENT

At McGraw-Hill, we recognize that no two students are alike, and the need for personalized solutions could not be greater. Using revolutionary adaptive technology, LearnSmart® builds a learning experience unique to each student’s individual needs.

LearnSmart with ¡Así se dice! gives students an advantage. Research proves LearnSmart improves learning outcomes by ensuring every minute a student spends studying is the most productive minute possible.

GIVE STUDENTS WHAT THEY NEED, WHEN THEY NEED IT.

- LearnSmart determines precisely which learning objectives a student has grasped and those with which he/she struggles.

- Spanish language learners need more than just vocabulary and grammar to communicate. LearnSmart provides students with additional instruction, practice, and context to build meaning to give them what they need when they need it. The study, practice, and assess learning cycle helps students commit knowledge to long-term memory.
**Effective** study time

*Smartbook* is an adaptive eBook that utilizes *LearnSmart* technology to guide students through reading making every minute a student studies as productive as possible.

**Engage** students with a personalized reading experience

Every student experiences *SmartBook* differently. The interactive challenge format highlights content and helps each student identify content they know, don’t know, and are most likely to forget.

**Easy**-to-use so students retain what they learned

When *LearnSmart* detects content a student is most likely to forget, the student is presented the content for review to improve knowledge retention.

**Efficient** reporting tools pinpoint learning gaps

Students study more efficiently because they are aware of content they know and don’t know. Instructor reports identify at-risk students and highlight concepts the class as a whole struggles to master.
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¡ASÍ SE DICE!

EXPLORE MORE, EMBRACE THE WORLD!

**Grades 6–12**

Discover everything you need to cultivate a creative and dynamic learning environment with ¡Así se dice!. This program helps you teach Spanish your way and immerse students in the exciting diversity of the Spanish-speaking world while ensuring they have confidence to move onto the next level of the program.

The ¡Así se dice! Spanish language program offers courses at various levels of mastery. Each level includes a Student Edition, Teacher Edition, Mobile App, Audio Workbook, and more!

**Program Levels**
- ¡Así se dice! Level 1
- ¡Así se dice! Level 1A
- ¡Así se dice! Level 1B
- ¡Así se dice! Level 2
- ¡Así se dice! Level 3
- ¡Así se dice! Level 4 - (no Mobile App access)

Whether your school uses print, digital, or a combination of both, these programs will motivate students with a thoughtfully designed curriculum that empowers proficiency, hands-on interactive projects, and more for a deeper understanding of the culture, all without leaving the classroom.
¡ASÍ SE DICE!

Level 1A

Student Materials
- Student Edition: 978-0-02-141262-4
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-134577-9
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-134578-6
- Student Suite with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-145515-7
- Student Suite with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-146317-6
- Student Suite with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138632-1
- Student Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138636-9
- Student Suite, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138189-0
- Student Suite, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-135415-3
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140545-9
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-140546-6
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-139036-6
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-140337-0
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138637-6
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138641-3
- Student Learning Center, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667210-3
- Student Learning Center, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-667218-9
- Student Workbook and Audio Activities: 978-0-07-666876-2

Teachers Resources
- Teacher Wraparound Edition: 978-0-02-138823-7
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138825-7
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138821-2
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-145366-5
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140543-9
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138644-4
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138645-1
- Teacher Suite, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-667697-2
- Teacher Suite, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667692-7
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140547-3
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138665-2
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140271-7
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-140272-4
- Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138649-9
- Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138650-5
- Teacher Lesson Center, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667223-3
- Teacher Lesson Center, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-666840-0
- Student Workbook and Audio Activities: 978-0-07-669080-0

Level 1B

Student Materials
- Student Edition: 978-0-02-138825-7
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138579-3
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138581-6
- Student Suite with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667715-3
- Student Suite with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-667963-8
- Student Suite with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138644-4
- Student Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138645-1
- Student Suite, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667692-7
- Student Suite, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-667697-2
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140547-3
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138665-2
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140271-7
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-140272-4
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138649-9
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138650-5
- Student Learning Center, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667223-3
- Student Learning Center, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-666840-0

Teachers Resources
- Teacher Wraparound Edition: 978-0-02-138823-7
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138825-7
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138821-2
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-145366-5
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140543-9
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138644-4
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138645-1
- Teacher Suite, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-667697-2
- Teacher Suite, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667692-7
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140547-3
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138665-2
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-140271-7
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-140272-4
- Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego, 6-year subscription: 978-0-02-138649-9
- Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego, 1-year subscription: 978-0-02-138650-5
- Teacher Lesson Center, 6-year subscription: 978-0-07-667223-3
- Teacher Lesson Center, 1-year subscription: 978-0-07-666840-0

Customer Service 1-800-334-7344 | 2
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Level 1

Student Materials
- Student Edition .......................... 978-0-02-136747-4 ........... 70.83
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-133811-5 ........... 105.87
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-133814-6 ........... 85.71
- Student Suite with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667328-5 ........... 89.16
- Student Suite with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667348-3 ........... 80.16
- Student Suite with Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140207-6 ........... 99.06
- Student Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140208-3 ........... 84.60
- Student Suite, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667258-5 ........... 80.79
- Student Suite, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667271-4 ........... 77.52
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140455-1 ........... 91.71
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140457-5 ........... 23.40
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-139866-9 ........... 75.00
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-139867-6 ........... 17.88
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140209-0 ........... 84.90
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140210-6 ........... 22.26
- Student Learning Center, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-136751-1 ........... 66.87
- Student Learning Center, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-669439-6 ........... 16.38
- Student Embedded Add-On LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-139062-5 ........... 16.83
- Student Embedded Add-On LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-676214-9 ........... 11.10
- Student Standalone LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668525-7 ........... 68.19
- Student Standalone LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668798-5 ........... 16.74
- Student Embedded Add-On Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-135034-6 ........... 21.60

Student Embedded Add-On Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-133365-3 ........... 5.40
Student Standalone Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-674429-9 ........... 21.60
Student Standalone Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-74431-2 ........... 5.40
Student Workbook and Audio Activities ........................................ 978-0-07-666849-6 ........... 10.92

Teachers Resources
- Teacher Resources Edition ........................................ 978-0-02-138818-9 ........... 93.99
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667394-0 ........... 396.72
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-666153-4 ........... 171.81
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668812-8 ........... 379.98
- Teacher Suite with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668814-2 ........... 166.29
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140125-3 ........... 389.07
- Teacher Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140127-7 ........... 170.70
- Teacher Suite, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668212-6 ........... 366.06
- Teacher Suite, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668744-2 ........... 162.00
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140274-8 ........... 300.93
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140275-5 ........... 76.02
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667699-6 ........... 284.19
- Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667966-9 ........... 70.47
- Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140128-4 ........... 294.09
- Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-142226-5 ........... 74.91
- Teacher Lesson Center, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-669434-1 ........... 272.10
- Teacher Lesson Center, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667114-4 ........... 68.04
- Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-139058-8 ........... 16.83
- Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-134217-4 ........... 11.10
- Teacher Standalone LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-669035-0 ........... 277.38
- Teacher Standalone LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-669030-5 ........... 69.36
- Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140073-7 ........... 21.60
- Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140034-8 ........... 5.40
- Teacher Standalone Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-674434-3 ........... 21.60
- Teacher Standalone Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-674436-7 ........... 5.40

Level 2

Student Materials
- Student Edition .......................... 978-0-02-141264-8 ........... 70.83
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-133813-5 ........... 105.87
- Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-133816-0 ........... 85.71
- Student Suite with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-667935-5 ........... 80.16
- Student Suite with Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140211-3 ........... 99.06
- Student Suite with Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140212-0 ........... 84.60
- Student Suite, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668601-8 ........... 80.79
- Student Suite, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668747-3 ........... 77.52
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140455-2 ........... 91.71
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart and Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140456-4 ........... 23.40
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-139868-3 ........... 75.00
- Student Learning Center with LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-139869-0 ........... 17.88
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140213-7 ........... 84.90
- Student Learning Center with Cerego, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-140214-4 ........... 22.26
- Student Learning Center, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-666658-4 ........... 66.87
- Student Learning Center, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-669854-7 ........... 16.38
- Student Embedded Add-On LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-139063-2 ........... 16.83
- Student Embedded Add-On LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-673363-7 ........... 11.10
- Student Standalone LearnSmart, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-669009-1 ........... 68.19
- Student Standalone LearnSmart, 1-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-07-668840-1 ........... 16.74
- Student Embedded Add-On Cerego, 6-year subscription ........................................ 978-0-02-135037-7 ........... 21.60
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Students Embedded Add-On Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-133366-0 5.40
Student Standalone Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-674438-1 21.60
Student Standalone Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-674440-4 5.40
Student Workbook and Audio Activities
978-0-07-666866-3 10.92

Teachers Resources
Teacher Wraparound Edition
978-0-02-141265-5 93.99
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-668859-3 396.72
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-666234-0 171.81
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-667365-0 379.98
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-668806-7 166.29
Teacher Suite with Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-142230-2 389.07
Teacher Suite with Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-142231-9 170.70
Teacher Suite,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-667948-5 366.06
Teacher Suite,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-668475-5 162.00
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-140278-6 300.93
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-140279-3 76.02
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-668929-3 284.19
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-666611-7 70.50
Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-137734-3 294.09
Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-137735-0 74.91
Teacher Lesson Center,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-666776-5 272.10
Teacher Lesson Center,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-667090-1 68.04
Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-139059-5 16.83
Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-134222-8 11.10
Teacher Standalone LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-668861-6 277.38
Teacher Standalone LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-669036-7 69.36
Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-140202-1 21.60
Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-140074-4 5.43
Teacher Standalone Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-674442-8 21.60
Teacher Standalone Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-674444-2 5.40

Level 3

Student Materials
Student Edition 978-0-02-141261-7 70.83
Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-134572-4 105.87
Student Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-134573-1 85.71
Student Suite with LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-668729-9 89.16
Student Suite with LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-668794-7 80.16
Student Suite with Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-139708-2 99.06
Student Suite with Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-139709-9 84.60
Student Suite,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-666603-4 80.79
Student Suite,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-668726-8 77.52
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-140541-1 91.71
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-140542-8 23.40
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-140285-4 75.00
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-140288-5 17.88
Student Learning Center with Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-139710-5 84.90
Student Learning Center with Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-139711-2 22.26
Student Learning Center,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-669416-7 66.87
Student Learning Center,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-667122-9 16.38
Student Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-139064-9 16.83
Student Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-673721-5 11.10
Student Standalone LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-668845-6 68.19
Student Standalone LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-669010-7 16.74
Student Embedded Add-On Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-135038-4 21.60

Student Embedded Add-On Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-133367-7 5.40
Student Standalone Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-674446-6 21.60
Student Standalone Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-674448-0 5.40
Student Workbook and Audio Activities
978-0-07-666851-9 10.92

Student Embedded Add-On Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-674449-2 162.00
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-140448-3 300.93
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-140449-0 76.02
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-666631-9 366.06
Student Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-666648-4 170.47
Student Lesson Center with Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-137738-1 294.09
Student Lesson Center with Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-137786-2 74.91
Student Lesson Center,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-669429-7 272.10
Student Lesson Center,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-667135-9 68.04
Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-139060-1 16.83
Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-134227-3 11.10
Teacher Standalone LearnSmart,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-669039-8 277.38
Teacher Standalone LearnSmart,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-668863-0 69.36
Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-02-137950-7 21.60
Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-02-140203-8 5.43
Teacher Standalone Cerego,
6-year subscription 978-0-07-674450-3 21.60
Teacher Standalone Cerego,
1-year subscription 978-0-07-674453-4 5.40
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Student Embedded Add-On Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-136078-9 …… 5.40
Student Standalone Cerego,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-07-674456-5 …… 21.60
Student Standalone Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-07-674460-2 …… 5.40
Student Workbook and Audio Activities
…………………………… 978-0-07-666859-5 …… 10.92

Teachers Resources
Teacher Wraparound Edition
…………………………… 978-0-02-138816-5 …… 93.99
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-02-145503-4 …… 396.72
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart and Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-145507-2 …… 171.81
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-07-668865-4 …… 379.98
Teacher Suite with LearnSmart,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-145498-3 …… 166.29
Teacher Suite with Cerego,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-02-137787-9 …… 389.07
Teacher Suite with Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-138654-3 …… 170.70
Teacher Suite,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-07-666256-2 …… 366.06
Teacher Suite,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-07-668862-3 …… 162.00
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-02-140450-6 …… 300.93
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart and Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-140453-7 …… 76.02
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-02-132943-4 …… 284.22
Teacher Lesson Center with LearnSmart,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-138176-0 …… 70.47
Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-02-140131-4 …… 294.09
Teacher Lesson Center with Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-140132-1 …… 74.91
Teacher Lesson Center,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-07-669969-8 …… 272.10
Teacher Lesson Center,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-07-668079-5 …… 68.04
Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-02-139061-8 …… 16.83
Teacher Embedded Add-On LearnSmart,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-136918-8 …… 11.10
Teacher Standalone LearnSmart,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-07-668868-5 …… 277.38
Teacher Standalone LearnSmart,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-07-669041-1 …… 69.36
Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-02-137947-7 …… 21.60
Teacher Embedded Add-On Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-02-137939-2 …… 5.43
Teacher Standalone Cerego,
6-year subscription …… 978-0-07-674463-3 …… 21.60
Teacher Standalone Cerego,
1-year subscription …… 978-0-07-674466-4 …… 5.40
EL ESPAÑOL: CUADERNO DE GRAMÁTICA Y DESTREZAS

SPANISH HERITAGE LANGUAGE REVIEW WORKBOOK FOR GRAMMAR AND COMMUNICATION

Grades 7–9

This skill-building workbook program focuses on strengthening reading, grammar, and language skills for Spanish heritage speakers.

- Builds academic language and literacy skills for Spanish-speaking students
- Reinforces reading, grammar, composition, and academic vocabulary
- Prepares beginner-level Heritage language learners for success in next-level Heritage language courses

Nivel 1 and 2 Student Bundle .................. 978-0-02-135445-0 .......... 32.43
Nivel 1 Student Edition ......................... 978-0-02-145652-9 .......... 16.20
Nivel 2 Student Edition ......................... 978-0-02-145656-7 .......... 16.20
Nivel 1 and 2 Teacher Answer Key ........... 978-0-02-145339-9 .......... 17.35
INTRODUCTORY ITALIAN

Avanti Beginning Italian

Fourth Edition © 2018
Aski

Cultivate an Appreciation for Italian language and Culture!

Avanti Beginning Italian takes a modern approach to introductory Italian and provides a dynamic learning environment for students that fosters communication and motivates students to succeed. Avanti is known for its focus on the most critical language for communication, its active presentation of vocabulary and grammar, systematic review and recycling, and inclusion of real-world culture. With Avanti, Students not only learn Italian, they develop a deep appreciation for Italian culture.

This edition also includes:

- A student workbook that provides extensive practice of Strategie, Lessico, and Struttura material presented in the textbook.
- Connect®, including an eBook, LearnSmart™ adaptive learning system, and auto-gradable and interactive assessment material tied to learning outcomes.
- Grammar Tutorial Videos for each chapter.

Standard Student Bundle
(Student Edition with Connect®)
6-year ............................................................ 978-0-07-897556-1 ........................................ 136.62
1-year ............................................................ 978-0-07-897559-2 ........................................ 132.51

Deluxe Student Bundle (Student Edition with Connect® and Workbook)
6-year ............................................................ 978-0-07-897558-5 ........................................ 169.41
1-year ............................................................ 978-0-07-897561-5 ........................................ 165.30

Connect® subscription
6-year ............................................................ 978-0-07-680608-9 ........................................ 113.67
1-year ............................................................ 978-0-07-680607-2 ........................................ 100.56
Where Vision Meets Curriculum
Get the exact curriculum you’ve been envisioning with McGraw-Hill Custom Solutions. Our simple process delivers print, digital, and blended solutions that are tailored to meet your unique needs. It’s like a concierge service for your curriculum.

mheonline.com/customsolutions
For more information, contact your sales representative.
Let Us Build a Solution That Works for You

A customized solution from McGraw-Hill ensures you deliver a program containing trusted research-based content.

Custom Services

No two customizations are alike, but typical customizations may involve:

- Adding/Removing content.
- Resequencing content.
- Blending programs.
- Adding standards or regional content.

Learn more at mheonline.com/customsolutions or contact your sales representative.
DEVELOP YOUR OWN CURRICULUM WITH CREATE

At McGraw-Hill, we want to empower educators and help increase student retention. What better way than by giving you the ability to create personalized course materials?

*McGraw-Hill Create®* is a self-service website that allows you to create custom course materials by drawing upon McGraw-Hill’s comprehensive, cross-disciplinary content. Your print book or eBook is ready in three easy steps:

1. Find your content quickly and easily.
2. Arrange the content in a way that makes the most sense for your course.
3. Personalize your book and choose the best format for your students.

In just minutes, you’ll receive your complimentary PDF review sample!

**Begin creating now at create.mheducation.com**

Start by registering for a *Create* account. If you already have a McGraw-Hill account with one of our other products such as *Connect* or *ConnectEd*, you will not need to register on *Create*. Simply sign in and enter your username and password to begin using *Create*. 
DEVELOP YOUR OWN CURRICULUM WITH CREATE

1. Choose Your Content
Use the powerful search functionality within Create to access McGraw-Hill textbooks and content found in the Create Collections, such as workbooks, science labs, and primary sources. Search by keyword or find products by course. Choose the content you want—you can easily combine content from multiple sources.

2. Arrange Your Content
After you’ve selected your content, Create allows you to simply rearrange chapters and even add section dividers to map your book to your course outline. The Upload Content feature enables you to seamlessly integrate your own content, such as a syllabus, teaching notes, or correlation into the book.

3. Personalize Your Book
Finalize your book by selecting a cover, adding your course information, and choosing the best format for your students—color print, black-and-white print, or eBook.

Review and Approve
With every book you build, Create provides you with a complimentary PDF Review Sample in minutes!

After you receive your review copy and approve it for use, it is ready to be ordered. The print book format can be ordered through your Sales Representative or by sending a Purchase Order directly to mhe.create@mheducation.com.

Visit McGraw-Hill Create today and begin building your book, your way. Finally, a way to quickly and easily create the course materials you’ve always wanted!

Begin creating now at create.mheducation.com
READY WHEN YOU ARE

Whether you’re implementing a new program—or you’ve been using a program for a few years—McGraw-Hill Online Professional Learning supports you with a comprehensive library of relevant, self-paced professional learning resources—all available around the clock.

Short on time? Most embedded videos are less than 5 minutes, so you can learn a quick strategy while you’re planning a lesson.

Program Implementation Support

Implementation support provides everything you need to know to get up to speed on day one.

- **Quick Start eLearning Courses** provide program basics to help you get started quickly.
- **Deep-Dive eLearning Courses** provide all you need to learn to fully implement your new program with fidelity.

Online Professional Learning is included with your program’s digital resources.
Digital Platform Support

Digital support helps you feel confident planning, teaching, and assessing with the digital tools in your program.

- **Digital Walkthrough Videos** provide an orientation to the resources available in your digital program.
- **Teacher Help** provides step-by-step instructions for your digital tools.

Ongoing Pedagogy Support

Pedagogy and content support resources allow you to choose what you want to learn when you want to learn it.

- **Instructional Coaching Videos** are embedded at the point of use to provide next-practice strategies.
- **Interviews with Experts** provide the “why” behind best practices.
- **Classroom Videos** show and model the teaching of strategies and lessons.
- **eLearning Courses** offer flexibility for self-paced, small-group, or workshop learning with online and facilitator-led options.

Online Professional Learning is included with your program’s digital resources.
PRODUCT SUPPORT
Product support and program implementation training for all McGraw-Hill Education materials are available ONLY for products purchased directly through McGraw-Hill Education or an authorized dealer.

ONLINE CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT
Use our Customer Service Online Support Center to place orders, request quotes, submit invoice copy requests, sample copy requests, check your order status or to report other order issues.

Go to mheducation.com/customerservice
Orders can also be placed by:
PHONE – CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-338-3987 between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. (EST).
FAX: 1-800-953-8691
EMAIL: Orders_MHE@mheducation.com

USPS: McGraw-Hill Education
PO Box 182605
Columbus, OH 43218

Include the following for all orders:
• Customer number
• A complete bill-to address and ship-to address
• ISBN for each product
• Complete title of the product (include edition)
• Quantity of each product to be shipped
• First author’s name of each product to be shipped
• Preferred mode of shipment
You should receive confirmation of your order within 24-48 hours business hours. If you DO NOT receive confirmation of your order within 24-48 hours, inquire with customer service.

Shipping and Handling: Shipping and handling charges are additional and determined by weight and distance for United States orders. Shipping and handling will be added to your invoice.

For bids please e-mail, or write:
McGraw-Hill Education
PO Box 182605 Columbus, OH 43218
BidsandContracts@mheducation.com

After You Place Your Order
Once you place your order you should receive an order confirmation of your order within 24-48 hours after placing. You can check the order status of your order at: mheducation.com/customerservice

If you DO NOT receive confirmation of your order within 24-48 hours, inquire with customer service by phone or submit a case through the online site.

Shipping and Handling: Shipping and handling charges are additional and determined by weight and distance for United States orders. Shipping and handling will be added to your invoice.

When You Receive Your Order
Upon receipt of your order, please check your shipment carefully. If cartoon(s) are missing or damaged, please indicate any missing or damaged cartoons on the Bill of Lading before you sign it. If there is an error with your order, notify Customer Service within 60 days. Defective goods or incorrectly shipped materials will be replaced at no charge if returned within 60 days. Do not stamp or distribute books or educational materials until you have verified the accuracy of your order. Do not install software until you have verified the accuracy of the order.

When calling or writing to inquire about an order or report a discrepancy, please have the following information available from your invoice or packing slip:
• Sales order number
• Purchase order number
• Invoice number
• ISBN(s) of title(s) in question
• Date of order placement or return
• The total number of cartons received

ONLINE ORDERING FOR REGISTERED PURCHasers
mheducation.com/prek-12 (for school and individual purchases)
mhecoast2coast.com (for district purchases)

PRICES
• All prices are school Net Prices, plus applicable taxes
• Some products may be limited to institutional use only
• FOB Shipping Point
• Prices effective 10/1/19 and expire 9/30/20. Prices are subject to change without notice
• All orders are considered offers to purchase, subject to acceptance
• Payment terms are Net Invoice
• All products and prices in this catalog are valid for United States distribution only. For information about products and prices outside the United States, contact an international or Canadian representative.

CANADIAN ORDERS
McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd.
145 King St West
Suite 1501
Toronto, Ontario M5H 1J8
Canada Phone: 800-565-5758
Canada Fax: 800-463-5885
E-Mail: canada.orders@mheducation.com

Shipping and Handling: Shipping and handling charges are additional and will be added to your invoice.

Shipping terms are FOB shipping point. Provincial and local taxes will be added where applicable.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
Direct orders and customer service inquiries to:
McGraw-Hill Education
International Sales and Services
PO Box 182605
Columbus, OH 43218
Phone: 1-609-426-5793
Fax: 1-609-426-7917
international_cs@mheducation.com

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS
Many titles in this catalog are not available for international supply or to any destination outside the U.S. (except DoDEA schools). Please consult the international catalogs for titles available for supply outside the United States and Canada.

Shipping Method: Order shipments are made using the least expensive, traceable mode, unless otherwise stated by the customer.

Returns: Please see information in “Returns” for details regarding international returns.

ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS
Orders from individuals are accepted only with full payment. Check or money order for materials must include applicable taxes and shipping and handling charges. (American Express, MasterCard, and VISA are accepted.)

PAYMENTS AND STATEMENT INQUIRIES
To inquire about payments and billing statements, refer to your invoice(s) or billing statement(s) for the name of your credit analyst and for remittance information.

RETURNS FROM SCHOOLS/DISTRICTS
When returning instructional materials, direct the returns to the address on the packing list or call 1-800-338-3987.

Ship to McGraw-Hill Education via UPS or common carrier, prepaid, insured, and traceable. Please note: Book postage, library and media rates are NOT traceable. All returns must be accompanied by a copy of the invoice and/or packing slip. McGraw-Hill Education cannot issue credit on items lost in transit to our facilities.

Please include the reason for the return. Customers must report shortages, damaged, or defective products within 60 days of the invoice date. All shipments must meet our returns policy guidelines.

McGraw-Hill Education accepts 100% return of its products, without prior written authorization, provided the following conditions are met:
• Products are returned prepaid in new, unmarked, and resalable condition.
• Returns are accompanied by our invoice or invoice information (invoice number, date, account number, ISBN, purchase price). If this information is not provided and we fail to locate the invoice in our files, a credit cannot be issued.
• Returns from domestic customers are received within 12 months of invoice date.
• Out-of-print products can be returned within 90 days following announcement of out of print status.
• Customers must report shortages, damage, or defective products within 60 days of invoice date. Returns: Please refer to your invoice for the appropriate returns address or contact customer service for assistance.

SOFTWARE POLICIES
TECHNICAL SUPPORT OPTIONS: You can obtain help to install, operate, and troubleshoot software from McGraw-Hill Education by phone, fax, or online.
PHONE: Call 1-800-437-3715
WEBSITE: epgtech.com
ONLINE: mheonline.com, click on the link “Customer Service.” You now can select Technical Support from the menu bar option on the left side of the screen. You will be redirected to Software Support to find additional technical information.
EMAIL: epgtech@mcgraw-hill.com

mhedcuation.com/prek-12
Customer Service 1-800-334-7344 | 15
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